
Look for a PLR provider that offers many different types of content.
If you are only getting articles, things may get boring fast. Look for blog-ready posts, 
graphics, eBooks, worksheets, and professionally designed PDFs.

Use PLR content written and designed by experts in their field. 
Make sure you’re getting content written by native English-speaking professionals so you 
can continue to be the authority in your niche. 

Opt for regular content delivery so you can keep your site fresh.
Search engines love frequently updated sites, so make sure you receive new content for 
your site regularly.

Get PLR content that can be changed and edited to meet your needs. 
Make sure you’re allowed to change the content to fit your needs. Some providers forbid 
you from using the content if you stop paying, so be careful. Never make assumptions 
and read the license agreement!

PLR content should be affordable without sacrificing quality. 
The most expensive content is not always the best. At the same time, you shouldn’t 
settle for low quality just because you’re a limited budget. There is such a thing as high 
quality, affordable PLR!

Choose PLR that has proven customer feedback. 
Look for verifiable testimonials with audio, photos, website links, or videos. You can’t fake 
these kinds of customer reviews.
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Look for content that can be used and re-used in multiple ways. 
The more flexible and diverse the content, the better. The more you can repurpose the 
materials, the more you’ll earn from it both online and offline.

High-quality PLR content that’s full of valuable information, not fluff.
Relevant content is more important that simply having words on the page. The content 
needs to be well-written, concise, and genuinely useful.

Ensure you have access to the tools, training, and resources you need to 
maximize the use of the materials.
Lots of content is great, but having access to important plugins, tools, video training, and 
coaching, is just as important.

Get free samples before you buy. 
Get a taste for the PLR content before investing. The PLR provider should allow you to 
see real examples of what you get before you decide to buy it.

Consider how many people have access to the same content.
If there is no cap to the number of people who have access to the content, then beware. 

Look for a PLR provider who offers support. 
Getting support and guidance can make the difference in how profitable PLR content can 
be for you. Look for services that offer coaching calls, quick email replies, and a toll-free 
number to call for help.
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